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Color Therapy  

 

With the Earth now coming to a new consciousness of color, there are some changes to 

the Melchizedek symbols system. The symbols each have a different color and this color 

itself is written within the manual. However the change is not in the symbols itself but 

the hologram of the flower of life.  

 

The flower of life as we all know is made of the environmental love energy. So whatever 

energy is predominant, it will follow suit and evolve. For now, earth is a 6th degree sacred 

planet. There are 12 degrees of evolution and now earth is considered a middle creation 

consciousness. The energy that is predominant is the aurora. The energy of the aurora is 

also where modalities like the Language of Light get its energy. So these modalities that 

work more on the colors will predominate.  

 

The flower of life is also anchoring this energy, and therefore there is an optional inclusion 

of color in the Melchizedek Symbols. You may choose or not choose to have a color 

when you are visualizing the flower of life hologram. The reason why the inclusion of 

color is optional is because color inclusion act as a booster that helps in the healing and 

sensing of the energy. Therefore with or without the color the Symbols will still work. 

 

Optional 

When you are visualizing the Flower of Life hologram, you now add in a color to the 

flower of life hologram. These are the color you add for the various issue. 

 

White    For connection to Source 

Grey     For space balancing and clearing 

Black    For bring more love to the surrounding 

Lavender   For allowing life experience to become easier 

Red   For Will power 

Blue   For more love in a situation 

Orange   For clearing the thoughts 

Green    For clearing emotions and feeling 

Purple   For clearing subconscious 

Brown   For earthly matters like work and environment 

 

These 10 colors are specifically chosen for the Flower of Life hologram in the course. 



However I do encourage all students to use more colors to help in different situation. This 

color scheme is what I use and I find it effective to help the others with it. 

 

Colors are amazing things that helps us grow, if there is any confusion or you do not 

want to remember colors, then just add a color you feel is appropriate to the symbol you 

draw. Then this would also do. Your avatar will help in the changing of color.  

 

The purpose of color in the system is really to tap into the consciousness and energy of 

the people currently working on this level. Color can also assist in the healing at a more 

efficient rate. Therefore try to work with the colors and it will prove to be very helpful. 

The knowledge of color is something I would like to share so that you can tap more 

closely to the current energy. This is the update that I have added for this coming year. 

 

Namaste 

Rev. Khemery / Melchizedek  


